NOTE:
THESE DETAILS ARE FOR INSTALLATION AND SEALING OF BW UNIVERSAL SYSTEM PANELS ONLY. FOR INSTALLATION AND SEALING REQUIRED FOR CLADDING, SEE STANDARD DETAILS FOR SPECIFIC CLADDING.

1. **Through-Fastener @ Each Support**
2. **Continuous Non-Curing Butyl Sealant**
3. **Flashband Tape 9" Wide, Adhere to Primary Sill Flashing; Fold to Form An End Dam at Jambs**
4. **Primary Window Seal (Not by Panel Manufacturer)**
5. **Fastener into BWU Horizontal Panel Joint Clip to Supports**
6. **Subgirt Fastener Fastened into Center of BWU Horizontal Panel Joint Clip (Optional)**
7. **Factory Caulked Sealant**
8. **Flashband Tape 6" Wide from Window Perimeter to Panel Liner**
9. **Continuous Non-Curing Butyl Sealant**
10. **Steel Stud 18 GA. Min. (Not by Panel Manufacturer)**
11. **Horizontal Cladding (By Cladding Manufacturer)**
12. **BW Universal System Panel**
13. **1 1/2" Subgirt and Air Cavity (Optional)**
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